Abstract. The Macdonald polynomials expanded in terms of a modi ed Schur function basis have coe cients called the q; t-Kostka polynomials. We de ne operators to build standard tableaux and show that they are equivalent to creation operators that recursively build the Macdonald polynomials indexed by two part partitions. We uncover a new basis for these particular Macdonald polynomials and in doing so are able to give an explicit description of their associated q; t-Kostka coe cients by assigning a statistic in q and t to each standard tableau.
Introduction
The Macdonald polynomials, J X; q; t], are a two parameter family of polynomials in N variables, forming a basis for the space of symmetric functions. The polynomials, expanded in a modi ed Schur function basis fS X t ]g , have coefcients called the q; t-Kostka polynomials, K (q; t). Macdonald has conjectured that K (q; t) is a polynomial in q and t with positive integer coe cients. The associated representation-theoretic model 2] and computer experimentation strongly suggest the existence of a statistic in q and t on standard tableaux which would validate this conjecture. The case where is a partition with no more than 2 parts has been shown 1] using rigged con gurations which are in bijection with standard tableaux. We present a statistic for this special case, obtained directly from standard tableaux, by de ning operators on standard tableaux that correspond to creation operators that build the Macdonald polynomials recursively.
The paper is divided as follows: section two covers basic de nitions used in symmetric function theory. We present in the third section, the creation operator B 2 =tB (0) 2 +B (1) 2 q ?D?1 , showing several properties that include the action of B (0) 2 on the Hall-Littlewood polynomials H X; q; t] and an expansion of J X; q; t] in terms of products of B (0) 2 and B (1) 2 for`( ) 2. Further, a new basis for these Macdonald polynomials having coe cients in the parameters q and t with positive integer coe cients is uncovered. The fourth section begins with basic de nitions used in tableaux theory and then introduces operators on tableaux which correspond, under a morphism z, to the operators of section 3. Finally, a statistic on standard tableaux is presented in the fth section.
Definitions
Symmetric polynomials are indexed by partitions, or decreasing sequences of non-negative integers = ( 1 ; 2 ; : : :) such that 1 2 : : :. The order of is j j = 1 + 2 + : : :, the number of non-zero parts in is denoted`( ) and n( ) stands for P i (i ? 1) i . We de ne a dominance order on partitions where, given 1 two partitions such that j j = j j, when 1 + + i 1 + + i for all i. A partition may be associated to a Young diagram with i lattice squares in the i th row, from the bottom to top. For instance, the Young diagram of = (5; 4; 2; 1) is :
(2.1) For each square s = (i; j) in the diagram of , let`0(s);`(s); a(s) and a 0 (s) be respectively the number of squares in the diagram of to the south, north, east and west of the square s. The transposition of a Young diagram associated to with respect to the main diagonal gives the conjugate partition 0 . For example, the conjugate of (2.1) is ; (2.2) which gives 0 = (4; 3; 2; 2; 1).
We shall use -rings, needing only the formal ring of symmetric functions Sym to act on the ring of rational functions in x 1 ; : : :; x N ; q; t, with coe cients in R.
The ring Sym is generated by power sums i , i = 1; 2; 3 : : :. The action of i on a rational function P c u = P d v is by de nition can be denoted f x 1 + + x N ]. We shall use the elements X := x 1 + + x N , X tq := X(t ? 1)=(q ? 1) and X t := X(t ? 1). (3.4) , provide that (3.5) holds on V.
We use the following deformation of the Hall-Littlewood polynomials H X; q; t] = X q n( 0 ) K (1=q; 0)S 0 X t ] ; (3.8) which is a basis for the ring of symmetric functions since the H X; q; t]'s are linearly independent; i.e., the K (1=q; 0) matrix is triangular with respect to the partial ordering and K (1=q; 0) = 1. A semi-standard tableau is a tableau such that the entries in every rows are nondecreasing and such that the entries in every columns are increasing. In that case, we do not need to specify in the pair ( ; w), since it can be extracted from w. For instance, T = 67 445 11123 has the representation T = Notice that the transpositon of a semi-standard tableau may not be a semi-standard tableau, but the transposition of a standard tableau is always a standard tableau. Words can be associated to numbers called the charge and cocharge where charge(w) = n(ev(w) P ) ? cocharge(w) ; . We will use several simple linear operations on words. k is a translation of a to a + k for every letter a in an alphabet. For instance, 2 (231567) = 453789. The restriction of a word w to the alphabet a; b; c; : : :, is denoted w fa;b;c;:::g . i.e., w f3;4g = 3343 for w = 12334223. If w is such that w fa;bg = ab, r (ab!cd) sends ab to cd. For example, r (23!46) (121543) = 141546. We further de ne an operator R a to remove all letters a in w, and nally, A n+1;n+1 is an operator on a tableau T, that adds a horizontal 2-strip of the boxes n + 1 in all the possible ways to T. For instance For example, T = 45 235 124 undergoes the following standardization process: 4 
(4.8)
Note that V S (n) will denote the standardization of only the rst n letters of a semistandard tableau of degree N n which sends such a tableau to a semi-standard tableau of evaluation (1 n ; ev n+1 ; : : :; ev N ). , we add all the possible horizontal 2-strips containing the letter 5 and then standardize. where ( ) is any permutation of the vector . Formula (4.23) is a consequence of the fact that the symmetric group action (4.6) preserves charge and shape. Property 12 now follows from (4.22) and (4.14).
Property 13. For . This task will take most of the remainder of this section.
For any sum S = P k T (k) , where T (k) 6 = T (k 0 ) for all k 6 = k 0 , we will say that T 2 S if and only if T = T (k) for some k. , we go through the following steps: Property 15. For goes through the following steps: (4.37) where we have used the fact that R n?1 commutes with transposition. If we let T be the semi-standard tableau T = r (01!11) ?1 T t , we easily get that T t = r (10!11) ?1 T . Now, using again and again the identity ( a T) t = a T t for any semi-standard T with ev(T fa;b=a+1g ) 2 f(1; 2); (2; 1)g ; a , since T fa;bg would be the same as T t fa;bg . The rst case never holds and the second occurs only if we have both another a and another b, which we do not. Thus, using T R fa;bg = (T R ) fa;bg = (T fa;bg ) R = T t fa;bg , we have a T t fa;bg = a T R fa;bg = ( a T fa;bg ) R = ( a T) R fa;bg = ( a T) t fa;bg , where the second equality follows from the de nition of a . This gives that ( a T) t = a T t on a semi-standard tableau.
Let us now de ne an operation i to act on pairs of words as follows; (4.51) for some r 1 ; : : :; r n?4 and some j 0 . This is to say that the action of B on such a pair is equivalent to acting with R n?3 R n?2 on a pair of tableaux that are identical in all letters except n?3 and n?2. Further, since R n?3 R n?2 removes these letters, we have proved the identity in the case 3124. A sequence of similar arguments may be used in the case that T 1f1;2;3;4g is 4312, and we get B (T 1 ; T 2 ) = R n?3 R n?2 n?4 1 I (n?2) k1 I (4) kn ? Proof. We start with the case = 0 and split the action of B (0) 2 into a sequence of operations beginning with A n+1;n+1 . As such, we consider a semi-standard tableau T obtained by adding an arbitrary horizontal 2-strip to T . We denote by T 0 , the semi-standard tableau of the same shape that is obtained by adding this (1) 2 ) on a predecessor T 0 , such a succession is determined recursively using Property 15. Proof. The theorem follows directly from (5.1) and Property 15.
